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 Stuart Wolf, Principal  January 2019 

Happy New Year to the entire Waddell Community!  I hope that the holiday 
season was an enjoyable one that provided opportunities to spend time with 
friends and family.   

 

We are now entering one of our longest stretches of uninterrupted instruc-
tional time of the school year.  We look forward to working together with you 
to provide your child with the essential skills in reading, writing, mathematics 
and Social Emotional Learning.  Homework assignments will provide your child 
with practice and reinforcement of these skills as well as opportunities to ap-
ply these skills in problem solving situations.  Please be sure to set aside a reg-
ular time for your child to do their homework.  It could be shortly after they 
get home from school, before dinner or after dinner, but try to have it be the 
same time each day.  Provide your child with a well-lit, quiet work place, away 
from the distraction of television, radio or music.  Make sure that there are 
pencils, erasers and paper available.  Homework assignments are designed so 
your child should be able to do them independently.  Helping them is OK, but 
please do not do the work for them.  Remember that many of our grades have 
a daily independent reading assignment.  A good habit to have is to ask your 
child about their homework every day.      

 

The beginning of a new year is an appropriate time to offer some parking lot 
safety reminders.  For the safety of our children, please obey the posted 
“Entrance Only,” “Exit Only” and “Handicapped” signs.  Always remain in your 
car when you are in the traffic lane.  Remember that drop-off time in the 
morning is from 8:40-9:00 and pick-up time in the afternoon is at 3:40.  Expect 
to spend some time in line – others are dropping off/picking up at the same 
times as you.  If you are picking up in the back parking lots please be certain 
to use a designated parking space.  It is important to be patient and coopera-
tive with other drivers.  With everyone’s cooperation, the parking lot empties 
quickly.  Thank you. 

    

 

Stuart Wolf                    Aisha Florez 

Principal                        Asst. Principal  

 

IMPORTANT 
PHONE NUMBERS 

Mr. Stuart Wolf 
Principal 

(860) 647-3393 

b51swolf@mpspride.org 

-------- 
Mrs. Aisha Florez 

Assistant Principal 

(860) 645– 6054 

aflorez@mpspride.org 

-------- 
Ms. Theresa Brown 

Secretary 

(860) 647—3392 

-------- 
Mrs. Carol Walker 

Nurse 
(860) 647-3394 

-------- 

Mrs. Melissa Lawton 
(860) 647-3398 
Social Worker 

-------- 

Mrs. Ashley Soltoski 
(860) 647-8067 
Social Worker 

-------- 
Cafeteria 

(860) 647-3396 
-------- 

Attendance 
 Hot Line 

(860) 647-3399 

Waddell Elementary School 

163 Broad Street, Manchester, CT 06042 

Principal’s Message 
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Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

   1 

No 

School 

2 3 4 

5 6 

No 

School 

7 

Kindergarten 

Lunch Bunch 

1:30 

8 

Kindergarten 

Lunch Bunch 

1:30 

Storyteller 

9 10 

Kindergarten 

Lunch Bunch 

1:30 

11 

12 13 

1st Grade 

Lunch Bunch 

12:05 

14 

1st Grade 

Lunch Bunch 

12:05 

15 

Playgroup 

9:15 

16 

1st Grade 

Lunch Bunch 

12:05 

17 

1st Grade 

Lunch Bunch 

12:05 

18 

19 20 

No 

School 

21 22 

Playgroup 

9:15 

 

23 24 25 

26 27 

2nd Grade 

Lunch Bunch 

11:05 

28 29 

2nd Grade 

Lunch Bunch 

11:05 

30 31 

2nd Grade 

Lunch Bunch 

11:05 

 

January 2020 
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Kindergarten: 
Language Arts 

 

Students are now using the letter-sound relationships to read and write words. Stu-
dents are working on segmenting words into sounds to sound-spell words.  Students are al-
so using the skill of blending individual sounds to read unfamiliar words. Students are well 
on their way to learning how to read and write some of the 44 high-frequency sight words.  
By the end of the year the goal is for every kindergartener to be able to read each of the 44+ 
sight words without hesitation. 

The kindergarten students are continuing to have fun reading fiction and non-fiction 
texts during reading workshops, shared reading, read alouds and guided reading.  During 
those reading opportunities the students are learning to apply many reading strategies 
which we call their “reading powers”, such as sounding words out (sound-power/ “stretchy 
the snake”), looking at the picture (picture-power/ “eagle eyes”), looking for repetitive lan-
guage (pattern-power), reading sight words fluently (snap word power) and to keep trying all 
the different strategies and never give up (persistence power).  The students are also learn-
ing before, during and after comprehension skills, such as making predictions, retelling 
events sequentially, making connections, determining the character’s feelings, and author’s 
message and craft.  

Please help us reinforce these comprehension strategies at home, both when you 
read to your child and when he/she reads aloud. Ask them who the characters are, where 
the setting is, what the problem and solution were and what happened first, next, then, last.  

Math 
In December, students learned how to add by combining two groups/ sets (numbers) 

to get a total/sum. Students have been taught how to represent addition with an equation 
and also how to solve addition equations by counting all the objects in both the groups to-
gether. Students have also learned that when the number zero is added to any other num-
ber, the sum is equal to the other number (“the total quantity stays the same and doesn’t 
change”). Moreover, students learned that when the number 1 is added to any other number 
the total is one more than the number that 1 was added to.  We will continue to go over the 
+1 and +0 concepts for the next two months so students become more fluent with adding 0 
and/or 1. At the end of December, students learned to look for patterns in addition, specifi-
cally when finding various ways to make a number. This month we will continue to work on 
addition while also learning about subtraction.  Students will learn that with subtraction you 
start with a group and you take away from that group. Kindergarteners will also learn that 
when you are subtracting, your amount will either stay the same (minus 0) or get smaller. By 
the end of the addition/subtraction unit your child should be able to add and subtract within 
five fluently (there are 21 addition facts and 21 subtraction facts) and be able to add and 
subtract within 10 with manipulatives and/ or by using the “counting on” “counting down” 
strategies. 

Please have your child practice adding at home:  You can have 
them count how many forks and how many spoons are on the ta-
ble and then add them together to get a total of utensils . 
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Kindergarten Cont: 
Social Studies 

 

In December, the kindergarten students learned about different holiday celebra-
tions celebrated around the world through fiction and non-fiction books and 

group discussions.  Students should have come home with a holiday book with 
different craft projects they did in December. In January students will be learning 

about Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.   

Upcoming Events 

PTA Meetings- Jan 14th, Feb 11th, Mar 10th  

No School- January 1st, 6th, and 20th      

-Feb. 17th and 18th  

                          Half day- Feb. 26th  

 

Social Thinking 

After a long winter break, students will spend some of January reviewing Whole body listen-
ing, thinking of and sharing feelings, and the group plan. Then we will dive into how to solve 
problems specifically focusing on three steps: 1. Breathe (try to calm down) 2. Think (think of 
ways to solve the problem) 3. Do.  (Decide on what to do, and then just do it) Please remind 
your child to follow those 3 steps whenever an issue/problem arises.  

Reminders 
 

-Please return your child’s “home-reading book bag” on the day it is due. 

- Please empty your child’s Home-School Folder daily. 

- Please help your child learn to tie his/her shoelaces, to put on and zip his/her winter    

                 jacket, and put on their hat and gloves. 

 
 

* ’Tis the season for stuffy and runny noses- Tissue Boxes are always a welcome 
donation, but NOT mandatory.   

      Thank you!! 
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First Grade:  
First Graders we are working as hard as ever! 

  

In Reader’s Workshop we are beginning a new unit called “Readers Have Big Jobs to Do.” In this unit, stu-

dents will continue their work of learning strategies to solve hard words.  We began by decoding harder 

words. Students will also monitor for understanding as they read, working on comprehension strategies in 

whole group lessons and in small, guided groups. 

 

In Writer’s Workshop we will begin to write opinion pieces, as a way to convince readers of our point of view 

with supporting details.  We will start 

this unit with judging a collection of 

our own. An example of this might be 

toy cars, stuffed animals or rock col-

lections. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In Math Workshop we are learning ways to add and subtract. We are working to understand the relationship 

between addition and subtraction problems. The open number line is still an important part of our daily 

math lessons. The students are becoming more and more comfortable using a number line to count on and 

count back. Next, we will begin to solve subtraction word problems. Keep practicing your addition and sub-

traction facts to 10!   

 

In Social Thinking we continue to work on making “smart guesses”. A smart guess is when we use our eyes, 

ears, thoughts, and brain to figure something out. A wacky guess, on the other hand, is when we guess with-

out having any information or clues. We make a “smart guess” when we take what we observe and combine 

that with what we already know. We can make smart guesses about what’s expected in a given situation, 

how someone is feeling, or even to make predictions about a book. 
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Second Grade:  
We hope all our second grade families had a happy and healthy holiday season and we send good 

thoughts to everyone for a great 2020! 

 

At this time in Reading students have been studying non-fiction topics such as ani-

mals, weather and biographies of various people in history. Students are also learning about and identifying 

nonfiction text features such as: table of contents, glossary, caption and understanding the importance of bold 

words. Students have also been “growing knowledge across books” by using multiple books to find out even 

more information on a topic. They have been sharing with reading partner facts about their topic that are the 

same and different from what they have already found out. Please continue to encourage your children to con-

tinue to read for twenty minutes (or more!) every night.  It’s so important for their reading development! 

 

We are also wrapping up a non-fiction unit in writing. Students have been working hard on channeling all they have learned about 

non-fiction texts into their own writing. They began their topics by writing a table of contents to organize all the 

information they want to share. Students then began thinking about what questions readers might have about their 

topics. Then they tried to answer them in their writing, giving as much information as they could. These writers also 

worked on making detailed pictures, and some included captions and labels. We have recently developed a phonics 

block into our schedule and this will help with writing as students work to put their knowledge of letter sounds into 

even longer words and phrases. 

 

In math we have been working on more strategies to solve addition and subtraction equations within 

100. We have learned about decomposing numbers- breaking apart a number to make it easier to add 

or subtract.  We have also done a lot of work with open number lines, determining how many “jumps” 

forward or back are needed to solve a problem. We have also been working on solving word problems. 

After reading the problem students have learned to look for clues in the problem that help them know 

what math operation is needed to solve the problem. Some problems are two steps and require using 

both addition and subtraction to solve. Students are also continuing to work daily on addition and sub-

traction fluency, which helps to solve equations even faster.  

 

In Social Thinking we have been learning about how we can “share an imagination” with our 

peers. We have talked about how we can do this both in school and at home with friends or 

siblings. We also discussed ways we can make our imaginations come to life when playing and 

using our words to express our thoughts. Some students expressed that they have a harder 

time creating a scenario in their minds, so we have practiced in the classroom and shared ex-

amples of things we might “use” or “see” when we are imagining a certain play scenario. By 

studying this unit we also talked about how using our imagination can help us transition to visu-

alizing when reading a book that does not have a lot of pictures.  

 

We also recently wrapped up our “Gratitude Campaign” where students took time during their day to express or write about 

things or people in their lives that made them feel grateful. We wrote “You Matter” letters to people in our lives who have had a 

positive impact in some way.  
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Third Grade: 

Happy New Year! We hope you had a restful and joyful holiday break!  

Reading 

In our nonfiction unit, we learned that the author sets up the text in ways to help us understand what we 

are learning! The photographs, the title, headings, and captions can help get our mind ready to read! When 

we read nonfiction, we can become experts in the topic we are reading about, and can teach others about 

our new learning! Also, the author structures the text in a way to organize the information we are reading. 

Some structures used are Comparing/Contrasting, Sequence, Cause/Effect, and Problem/Solution. We also 

learned that when we read two texts on the same topic, we can synthesize by putting the information from 

both texts together. Our next unit will be fiction, with an emphasis on the character! 

 

Math 

We completed our unit on building fluency in Multiplication and Division Facts. Your third grader has 

used the strategies that they like best to help them memorize their facts within 100. Also within this unit, 

students were able to read a word problem and wrote an equation to represent the problem. They also got 

the opportunity to write their own multiplication and division word problems!  We ended the unit with 

learning about area, and how this concept connects to what we know about multiplication! Students were 

able to find area by covering a given figure using standard and non-standard units of measure. We even 

challenged ourselves and showed how we can find the area of a figure by using the distributive property! In 

our next unit, we will be learning about place value, and adding and subtracting within 1,000! 

 

Writing 

   

This month we are immersing ourselves in non-fiction expository writing. We are focused on organizing in-

formation into main ideas and learning to present factual information in a way that interests and captivates 

the audience. In class, we have all chosen a topic and will be doing multimedia research to deepen our ex-

pertise of the subject matter. We have also done writing exercises to develop our ability to write with a crea-

tive and artful voice. 

 

To support our awesome writing, we have been using published non-fiction 

texts as exemplars, and using the structures of mentor text to write well. Our 

work is being developed into published pieces and we are using text features to 

help our audience understand our ideas. 
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Fourth Grade: 
Math- In December, students worked on multiplying 2-digit by 2-digit numbers. We al-

so started our unit on division. Students worked on using a representation to divide larger 

numbers by single digits.  As always, students will learn different strategies for dividing and 

should use the strategy that works best for them. Many fourth graders have now mastered all 

multiplication tables and are moving on to studying division facts.  Please remember to also 

have your child practice their basic fact skills each night.  It’s important that they don’t fall 

behind.  

 

Language Arts- During the month of December we began our nonfiction unit in read-

ing. Students did a great job identifying the structures of nonfiction articles. We also pub-

lished our narrative stories and had writers’ celebrations.  We are so grateful for the fantastic 

turnout we had from all of our families. The students did a great job! We are now starting our 

new unit on persuasive writing.  Students began planning the topic they would like to argue, 

with reasons to support their beliefs. As a way to launch this unit, students were taught how 

to conduct Socratic Circles. These circles are a way to get all students engaged in a conversa-

tion with each other while finding evidence to support their thinking.  

 

 

Please remember to have your child read each night and record any extra minutes they read 

for UCONN! As always, students should be reading just right books.  Our school library offers 

wonderful books for the students to read each night.  
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    Music Notes! 

Grade 4 students pulled off an impressive performance at the winter songshare, 
demonstrating two-part harmony in three pieces. 4th graders have also continued 
working on their rhythmic and tonal skills.  

 

4th grade Chorus Students practiced and performed well in the Winter 
Songshare! Going forward, students will be working more on vocal technique and 
part-singing.  

 

* Look out for Town-Wide Honors Chorus Audition forms coming soon! *  

 

Grade 3 demonstrated their ability to sing in two parts at the winter 
songshare! students also continued to work on keeping the beat and rhythmic 
patterns from unit 2.  

 

Grade 2 students wowed the audience with their wonderful,  colorful scarf 
movement at the winter songshare! Second graders have also continued working 
on their rhythmic and singing skills. They have learned how to be expressive in 
music through movement.  

 

Grade 1 students are prop-masters as you may have seen in the winter 
songshare! First graders demonstrated multiple skills: singing, special effects, 
and moving props to match the music. We continued to work on singing in a soft, 
head voice through echo songs and call-and-response songs. Students have con-
tinued to improve their beat-keeping skills and rhythmic understanding.  

 

Kindergarten showed off their skills of copying the teacher and following mu-
sic directions in the winter songshare! In Kindergarten music, we have worked on 
learning to use singing, speaking and whisper voices. Kindergarteners continue to 
explore music through various movement and imagination-driven activities.  

 

TOOLS of the TRADE:  

 

Here are some of the tools used in music class. Each student should recognize at 
least one tool.  

 

Ask your children: what are these tools? What are they used for?    

 
 
 Musically, Mrs. Bundy and 

Mrs. Dickinson  
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January Physical Education News 
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STEM News 

Science Fair 

The Waddell Science Fair is scheduled for Thursday, February 20th. 

Participating students have received initial planning packets and 

should have returned these for approval. Remember that project top-

ics must be approved by the STEM Specialists. Work should be document-

ed in an invention log, laboratory report (fair test/experiment) or re-

search report (model- only for kindergarten and first grade students). 

Please contact your STEM Specialist if your child needs additional help or if you would like advice 

on how to coach them. When they have finished their project, contact your STEM specialist to get a 

trifold poster for their display.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Kindergarten 

Kindergarteners applied what they learned about force and motion. Students were given a scenario 

of a village at the base of a mountain that needed to be saved from a giant snowball. First, students 

thought about how a snowball rolling down a hill might affect houses at the bottom. They thought 

about the force that it would put on the houses. Next, students made a plan on how to save the town 

and drew a diagram of their plan. Finally, the entire class worked together to use blocks to build a 

structure to protect the town and the class tested it out. Ask your child: How did they save the town 

from the snowball? 

 

1st Grade  

First graders have been learning about sound. They have learned that sound is made from vibra-

tions and that vibrations make sounds. Students explored different types of instruments and had a 

chance to use them to see how they worked. Then they made a plan for their own instrument. After-

wards they used various materials to build their instrument. They tried out their instrument to see if 

there was anything they needed to change to make it better. Ask your child: What kind of instrument 

did they build? 
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STEM News 

2nd Grade  

Second graders have worked through the engineering process 

with our boat building project. Students tested properties of ma-

terials, made a plan for a model boat, and then built it. Each 

team tested their boat to see how great a load it could carry, 

collecting data and then analyzing it. They used this information 

to evaluate their material choices and to improve their boat de-

sign for a second trial. Ask your child: What changes did you 

make to your boat and why? 

 

 

 

 

 

3rd Grade 

Third grade scientists continued their unit on ecosystems. This unit was prefaced with a hike at the 

Glastonbury Audubon Society where students visited different habitats and wrote about what kinds 

of things they observed there. Students learned about food webs and made their own based off of 

different ecosystems. They learned that everything within the ecosystem (living or nonliving all rely 

on each other) Ask your child: What ecosystem did they build a food web for? 

 

4th Grade 

Fourth grade scientists are currently learning about force and energy. Students observed a car colli-

sion to begin their thinking on how energy is transferred. Last year students discussed how forces 

create movement. This year, we will be building on that learning and students will observe how en-

ergy can be transferred from place to place by sound, light, heat, and electric currents. Ask your stu-

dent: What is one example of how energy is transferred? 


